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Figure 1: A part of the measured revolution time spectrum
of the Tz = −1/2 nuclides produced in 78Kr fragmentation
reactions on Be target.
Nuclear fragmentation yields can provide unique infor-
mation on nuclear structure properties, e.g. pairing, shell
effects, and densities of excited levels. Odd-even stagger-
ing (OES) in the fragment yields, that is the enhancement in
the yields of the even-Z nuclides compared with the neigh-
bouring odd-Z nuclides, has been observed for different
fragmentation reactions [1]. But an understanding of the
origin of this OES is not yet reached. Our study allowed
for the first time to quantitatively understand the origin of
this OES.
OES in the fragment yields has been measured in the
storage ring CSRe at the HIRFL-CSR facility in Lanzhou
[2]. The fragments were produced in the 78Kr+Be reac-
tions at an energy of 482.9 AMeV. The Tz = −1/2 and
Tz = 1/2 nuclides of interest were transmitted through
RIBLL2 and injected into CSRe, which was tuned into an
isochronous mode [3]. In this mode the revolution times of
ions, which were measured using a dedicated time-of-flight
detector [4], are used to measure their m/q values. Fig. 1
shows a part of the measured revolution-time spectrum of
the Tz = −1/2 nuclides.
The momentum distributions and the transmission effi-
ciencies for various fragments were estimated by using the
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Figure 2: Fragment yields of Tz = −1/2 and Tz = 1/2
nuclei measured in this experiment. The closed shells Z =
20 and 28, where the strongest OES is reached for the Tz =
−1/2 nuclei, are indicated.
LISE++ program [5]. The transmission efficiency varies
almost smoothly with Z along a chain of nuclides with a
constant Tz . The yields of Tz = −1/2 and Tz = 1/2
nuclei are presented in Fig. 2. The OES is very evident
for the yields of the Tz = −1/2 nuclei, but small for the
Tz = 1/2 nuclei. For the Tz = −1/2 nuclei, a sharp drop
of the fragment yields near the closed shells Z = 20 and
28, where the strongest OES is shown, is observed for the
first time. To our knowledge, no nuclear reaction model
can reproduce the above OES over such a wide range of
mass numbers, especially for the Tz = −1/2 nuclei.
The measured OES in the yields for the Tz = −1/2 and
Tz = 1/2 mirror nuclei enabled us to compare the relative
OES in fragment yields and the relative OES in PETE of
mirror nuclei [6]. This comparison reveals unambiguously
that the origin of the OES of fragment yields is mainly de-
termined by the OES of the particle-emission threshold en-
ergies, where the impact of both pairing correlations and
evident shell effects are clearly observed.
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